Wine Bag

Cut Line

Place point tips on edge of fabric

Requirements:

#019-0419 Cross stitch Dolly Mama design
½ yard black and white checked fabric or fabric of your choice
½ yard white sparkle felt
5 bells
Sewing thread
1 yard decorative white trim for a tie

Cut one piece of black and white checked fabric 16” x 16”.

Place the right sides of the checked fabric together. Fold the bag in half and sew the side seam using a ⅛” seam allowance.

For the bottom of the bag, cut a 5” circle from the checked fabric and white felt. Stitch the two circles together ⅛” from the edge. Press the right sides of the checked fabric together. Fold the bag in half and sew the side seam using a ⅛” seam allowance.

Turn the bag right side out. Attach a bell to each of the 5 points. Insert your gift bottle and tie the bag with the decorative white trim.

Cut one piece of black and white checked fabric 16” x 16”.

Requirements:

#019-0419 Cross stitch Dolly Mama design
½ yard black and white checked fabric or fabric of your choice
½ yard white sparkle felt
5 bells
Sewing thread
1 yard decorative white trim for a tie

Cut one piece of black and white checked fabric 16” x 16”.

Place the right sides of the checked fabric together. Fold the bag in half and sew the side seam using a ⅛” seam allowance.

For the bottom of the bag, cut a 5” circle from the checked fabric and white felt. Stitch the two circles together ⅛” from the edge. Pin the top to the bottom of the bag, turn the edges ⅛” to the back of the fabric and press. Pin in place and stitch the design on the bag.

Turn the bag right side out. Attach a bell to each of the 5 points. Insert your gift bottle and tie the bag with the decorative white trim.

This design is not to be duplicated, sold, modified or redistributed in any medium, including scanning and posting on the internet without written permission from The Janlynn Corporation.
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